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The Seripophilist

Match-ups — and Josiah Morris
by JACK WEAVER

New Orleans City Bank

It would be hard to find a check/note match -up closer than these two.

T HOSE of us who collect old checks are not as much on
the defensive with our fellow collectors as we once
were. With our Check Collectors Round Table ap-

proaching the ripe old age of 15, we feel we have established
that collecting financial documents is a "legitimate" branch
of numismatics. On the other hand, we are happy that the
parameters of our hobby are not yet set in concrete and that
there is still room for innovation.

One category of check collecting that I have found es-
pecially challenging is "match-ups". My definition (and I've
found no one else with the same interest) is pairing of a check
drawn during or before the Civil War with a piece of currency
issued by the bank on which the check is drawn. Now, one
could also try to match 1863-1929 checks with National Bank
Notes from the same period, but my purse is not deep enough
for that.

There is probably no way to compile a list of all the pos-
sible match-ups. It would surely be a long list since banks that
issued currency must have used official (cashier's) checks
and/or correspondent drafts, even if they didn't offer ac-
counts subject to check. I also consider certificates of deposit

appropriate matches for notes. After about ten years of semi-
diligent searching, however, I still have only 29 pairings.
These check/note combinations represent 12 states, one pair-
ing from each of the following unless otherwise noted: Ala-
bama, Connecticut, Delaware, Louisiana (3), Maryland (2),
Massachusetts (4), New York (5), North Carolina, Ohio,
Pennsylvania (7), South Carolina (2), and Vermont.

It's time now, I think, to direct my matching efforts
toward increasing the number of states represented in my
collection. One of the more active dealers in obsolete cur-
rency recently sent me his list, offering 27 pages of "Obsolete
and Southern State Notes." There is bank-issued currency
listed from 30 states and the District of Columbia, so there is
still plenty of work out there to do.

A basic problem with matching is that a collector pretty
much has to take a position on one side or the other. He has
to acquire either a check and then go looking for the match-
ing currency, or vice versa. It is very seldom that one can
compare a list of checks offered by one dealer against a list of
notes offered by another and then order both items. It makes
the most sense to get a copy of Criswell's "North American
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The Bank of Penn Township, Philadelphia

If you are philatelically inclined, then try for triple match-ups.
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The West River Bank, Jamaica, Vermont

The check is not "Civil War or earlier" vintage, but the match -up of type style surely qualifies these.

Currency," any similar catalogs that might be available, and
a big stack of dealer lists. Then when a pre-Civil War check
on the "State Bank of Siwash, Florida" becomes available, a
collector can snap it up if, by checking out the catalogs and
lists, he can establish that currency on that bank really does
exist. Incidentally, I have yet to see a match-up offered by
a dealer.

With most of us, our collecting is a rather private thing,
not something we work into our conversations with non-col-
lectors. Once in a while, we do and I am glad I did the other
evening after a sumptuous dinner at the home of a neighbor.
I knew our hostess had been born and raised in Montgomery,
Alabama (there are not many such here in California) and I
found myself telling her that I had acquired a very handsome
check drawn in 1862 on a bank in her home town. I explained
that that in itself was something a little special since checks
drawn in the deep South during the Civil War don't come
along every day. In addition, I had just located a $2 note—
albeit a rag !!—on the same bank. I described the bright red-
on-white check, drawn in June, 1862 with "Josiah Morris,
Banker" across the top in big letters, then the bill dated only
two week earlier. Being one of the most polite ladies I know,
she listened to the whole story, then said very calmly, "Josiah

Morris was my great-grandfather." With that, she ran to her
library and returned with an oil painting of banker Morris
and a $1 note every bit as ragged as mine that she had treas-
ured since she was a teenager. Now you know which of my
match-ups is my favorite.

I am asking Ye Editor to include my address somewhere
with this article, hoping to hear from anyone whose collecting
interests parallel mine.

Jack Weaver
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